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Motivated by an interest in nonporturbative Klncxrwnagnetic lepton-pair pro-
(imninn in relativism heavy-ion collisions, \v« discuss the numerical methods used
in implementing a lattice solution of the time-dependent Dirac equation ia three-
dimensional Civrtesiai cnorriinatfis. Discretisation is obtained using the lattice basis-
sniine collocation metAod, in which quantum-ntatK vectors and coordinate-apace op-
erators are expresseti in terms of biisih-splin« functions, and represented on a spa-
fial lattice. All numerical procedures reduce to a series of matrix-vector operations
which we perform on the Intel iPSC/860 hypercube multicomputer. We discuss so-
lutions to the problems of limited node memory and aode-to-aode communication
overhead inherent in using distributed-memory, multiple-instruction, multiple-data
parallel computers.
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Flit* marriage of the physical theories of Quantum Mechanics and Special
Rehuiv*ty in i.he HMO's resulted in Quantum Electrodynamics which successfully
describes i.he behavior of fundamental charged panicles (i.e. electrons, unions,
en:,} interacting; through electromagnetic forces. A fundamental and new physical
concept introduced by t.his marriage is that ot pari icle production from the vacuum
ii.«. mass produced from empty .-space)• In short, the founders of Quantum
Electrodynamics discovered thai, the vacuum has structure which is observed as
one looks closely (i.e. probes with sufficient energy). An oversimplified point of
view on particle creation from the vacuum can be obtained through Einstein's
popular equation, E •-= m r , for a particle at rest. Here we observe that mass and
energy are fundamentally related. We learn that, if energy densities are higher
than some threshold value, particles can be created. Nature conserves only the
total "'mass-energy" in the universe, not the mass or the energy separately. If
the particles produced have electric charge, e.g. electrons, production will always
ccur in plus-minus pairs, as charge is a conserved quantity.

The success of Quantum Electrodynamics in predicting and explaining phys-
ical phenomena has come largely through the use of perturbation theory, which
encompasses a variety of approaches based on the assumption that the interac-
tion experienced by a particle is relatively small. Strong field problems exist in
Quantum Electrodynamics to which the application of perturbation theory is not
appropriate. One such nonperturbative problem is the production of lepton pairs
ie.g, an electron and a positron) from tha vacuum in collisions of highly charged
heavy ions at relad viatic speeds (i.e. near the speed of light). The prospect of
new colliding-beam accelerators, capable of producing collisions of highly stripped
heavy ions at. fixed-target energies per nucleon up to 2 < 10'' electronvolts, has
motivated much interest in this problem. The electromagnetic fields produced in
such collisions will reach strengths up to U)-r' volts per meter, enough for copious
production of electron pairs. These collisions provide an opportunity to study
nonpertuxbative Quantum Electrodynamics in an entirely new energy regime.

In addition to the fundamental questions regarding lepton-pair production
and nonperturbative Quantum Electrodynamics, an accurate description of elec-
tromagnetic iepton-poir production is important for both detector design and
collider performance for the new generation of relativistic colliding-beam acceler-
ators. Tlie most important purpose of these new colliders is the study of nuclear
matter under conditions of extreme pressure and temperature. In central colli-
sions of heavy ions at ultra-relativistic energies, many physicist expect to observe
a new phase of matter, the quark-gluon plasma. Lepton-pair production from
quork-ontiquark annihilation has been widely discussed as a possible signature of
the formation and decay of this new phase of matter. Electromagnetic lepton-
pair production from the vacuum is estimated to be a major contribution to the
physical background for this signature. Also, in peripheral collisions of relativis-
tic heavy ions, lepton-pair production with atomic capture of the negative lepton
changes the charge state of a participant heavy ion. causing it f.o be lost from the
beam and degrading the performance of the collider.

In Ref. jl.21, we outline a nonperturbative approach to electromagnetic lepton-
pair production in peripheral heavy-ion collisions, which is applicable over a wide
range of relativistic energies. Beginning with the general formulation <?f Quantum
Electrodynamics, we make reasonable assumptions about th» nalur1.* of the lepton
and radiation fields in relativistic heavy-ion collisions which reducw t.h» equations



of motion to Uie time-dependent Dirac, equation for ;i, single lepton interacting
wn!) Uie classical, electromagnetic fields produced in the heavy-ion collisions.

Die- Dirac equation is the equation of motion for the stats function of a lepton.
n«H state function contains Jill knowable information about the lepton. For this
present discussion, it is important to note that the Dirac state function ia a. four-
component vector with each component being a complex-valued function of space
ami time. The static-state energies of the Dirac equation consist of positive-
ami negative-energy continuum states , fi1'4"' -2 m"<^ <ind E'~' < -m,,iC", and a
discrete set of bound states, |i?ni •; m,,.:-. The existence of the negative-energy
stales of the static Dirac equation is interpreted to represent the structure of the
vacuum. Using the time-reversal symmetry of the Dirac equation, we compute
probabilities for lepton-pair production with capture of the negative lepton into
tin; lowest energy atomic state, the Is state, of a participating heavy-ion in the
following way. After the bound la and negative-energy continuum states have been
obtained, we solve the time-dependent Dirac equation for the la state under the
intfuence of the external time-dependent field. We compute the overlap integral for
tin; lime-evolved Is state with each negative-energy continuum state. Summing
the squares of these overlap integrals gives the probability for lepton capture into
tin; Is state. In this talk, we focus on the numerical methods used in the solution
»>f the time-dependent Dirac equation for the is state. We will not discuss here
tin; construction of the continuum states.

We implement, our solution of the Dirac equation using the lattice basis-spiine
coUooation method :!J, 4] in which all Dirac state functions and coordinate-space
operators are given by expansions in terms of basis-spline functions, and repre-
sented on a three-dimensional Cartesian lattice of collocation points. For example,
state functions art; discrete vectors of :V x 4 •• 2 real numbers, with N lattice
points in each of the three coordinate directions. Tn effect, the basis-spline collo-
cation method reduces the Dirac equation to a series of linear, algebraic equations
which may be solved using iterative techniques. We are using periodic boundary
conditions in our present calculations, but arbitrary boundary conditions are pos-
sible. The basis-spline collocation method is very efficient and allows us to avoid
notorious pathologies associated with lattice solutions of the Dirac equation, such
as fermion doubling, and to maintain basic conservation laws on the lattice [4j.
We use three-dimensional Cartesian coordinates, which avoids the pathologies of
rotating frames and the complicated metrics of spherical coordinate systems. The
time-dependent electromagnetic fields exhibit no useful symmetry in any case.

We compute the Is bound state using an iterative Lanczos algorithm [5,6].
The Lanczos algorithm has features which are attractive for our purposes: the
memory requirements are relatively small and the method approximates extremal
eigenvalues in the spectrum very well. We begin and end time-evolution at finite
times, where the projectile's interaction with the lepton is negligible. Time is
discretized in the sense that the interactions^ are taken as constant in each of a
series of successive small intervals (t, t •+• r). Since the Dirac equation is first order
in time, the solution for one time step may be obtained by applying .̂n exponen-
tial operator to the state function. Propagation in time is realized by repeated
application of the the Taylor series expansion of this exponential operator.

We implement our lattice solution of the time-dependent Dirac equation on
«.h« Intel iPSC 860 hypercube multicomputer, located at th» Oak Ridge National
Laboratory. This machine is a distributed memory, multiple-inst.rnct.ion. multiple-



vjiit.a supercomputer with 128 nudes, each node consisting of one i860 processor
and S MB of memory. The peak speed of each node is rated at. (50 Mflops leading
to an <ujp*..,sjat« 7,tj Gflops. The nodes am connected according to the binary
i n ) ̂ connection scheme.

As with most, parallel implementations, we fact; the problems of limited mem-
ory per uotie and optimisation of the algorithm to minimize the communication
btMween nodes. To deal with these issues, we parallelize our numerical methods
by domain decomposition, i.e.. we partition the Dirac state function, represented
by a three-dimensional array, into sub blocks. We choose to distribute the y- and
--dimensions of the array across all nodes, while maintaining the full x-dimenaion
of i he array on each node. Then, we encourage nearest-neighbor communication
between nodes by using a two-<iimensional Gray code identification scheme to
distribute the subblooks of the state function onto the nodes of the hypercube in
such a way that, adjacent subblocks of the array are assigned to adjacent nodes.

All numerical procedures mentioned above require double precision, and re-
duce to a series of matrix-vector operations which can be executed on vector or par-
allel supercomputers without explicitly storing the matrix in memory. More than.
(M)"o of the computational effort, expended in solving the Dirac equation is con-
sumed in performing these operations. In matrix-vector multiplication, we need to
perform sums over the three coordinates. Since we apply domain decomposition
tu tin1 state function, no single node contains the entire range of the coordinates.
However, each node contains the subroutine needed to execute matrix-vector mul-
tiplication, so the matrix is not partitioned into subblocks. Therefore, execution
of the sums over the ?/- and ^-coordinates requires the use of a roll algorithm
for the state function. To accomplish the sum over the jr-coordinate, each node
multiplies its local subblock by the appropriate subsection of the matrix. The
resulting subblock is then sent to the west neighbor node in the two-dimensional
Cray code, and a subblock from east neighbor node is received. The received sub-
block is again multiplied by the appropriate subsection of the matrix and added
to the previous result. This process continues until the loop over the number
of nodes in the ly-direction is complete. The process is repeated for the sums
over the z-coordinate. except for internode communication now occurring along
north-south connections in the two-dimensional Grey code.

The basic operation performed on an individual node in executing the matrix-
vector multiplication is y <— y — ax in double precision, i.e. a daxpy routine.
To perform this operation efficiently, we have written subroutines in assembly
language taking full advantage of the dual-instruction mode and the pipelined
addition and multiplication available on the i860 processor. This increases the
speed of the daxpy operation by a factor of 4 to 5 over the early versions of the
FORTRAN compiler supplied by Intel for the iPSC/860.

As a result of large memory requirements, our program is severely communi-
cation bound on the Intel iPSC/860. as most of the time consumed in performing
the matrix-vector operations is spent, in message passing which is necessitated
by the roll algorithm. We are currently computing with lattices containing 641

collocation points. For this size lattice, the vector representing t.he wavefunc-
tion contains 2 •< 10" real double-precision numbers. Realistic lattice sizes for
lepton-pair production begin with iflO'1 lattice points or vectors of 8 • 10" real
double-precision numbers. For the 64' lattice, the mar.rix-i-ect"<" multiplication
runs at 140 MUops on the Cray-!2. On the Intel iPSC *60 using (?4 processors,



i\w matrix-vector multiplication runs at 260 Mflopa. This rate is given without
removing the. communication overhead from the rate calculation. In comparison,
tin; liaspy on a single processor performs at, a rate of 110 Mflops fov the 64'1 lattice,

Furture mult.iconiput.ars, designed with more memory per node, will allow us
to perform convergent calculations, This will also improve the speedup of our
hvperaibe implementation, aa more memory per node is needed to improve the
computation to communication ratio. Also, passing long messages increases the
efficiency of internode communication due to piplineing.
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Lepton-Pair Production in Ultra-
Relativistic Heavy-Ion Collisions
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Physical Motivation for Study

1. Study Nonperturbative Quantum Electrodynamics.

2. Background for Signatures of the Quark-Gluon Plasma
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3. Capture process is a significant beam-loss
mechanism for colliding-beam accelerators.

Projectile
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Dirac Equation
Relativistic equation of motion for the statef unction

of a lepton coupled to a classical external field

[HF + HP(t)] WM) = i W

HF = - ia • V + p - eA°T(r) HP(t) = e a • A(t) - e Aj(t)

Statefunctions have a four-component structure
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static problem

capture probability

Pcap(lS)
r<F

Muon-pair production
with capture
Phys. Rev. A41,1399 (1990)
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Basis Splines

knot

collocation point

0.0

• Constructed from Piecewise-continuous polynomials
joined at knots

• Data represented at collocation points
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Periodic Boundary Conditions
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Discretization
1. Expand functions as a linear \|/(x) = ]|F B£*(x)\|/

combination of basis splines. k=i

2. Forsake the continuous V(Xa) ~
discription of the function K=1

for a lattice representation. k ^rrt ,-i

a=l a=l
N

3. Lattice representation of [°V(x)]a - S ° «
coordinate-space operators N

are matrices. OH s £ [OB^ (x)]x=Xo
k=l

Basis-spline collocation method
J. Comp. Phys. 93 (1991)



Dirac Hamiltonian on Lattice
0

HF = -ia D +p-eAT(r)
4.0

k=l

A 0

Fertnion Doubling
Ann. Phys. (N.Y.)
175,64(1987)
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Dispersion Relations
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unsymmetric

yi
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solution
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k=l

Cholesky Decomposition

Hp=-i
0 oD

0
- eAj(r

Size of the wavefunction

Vector length:
§Current lattice 64 x 64 x 64

(2 x 106 real*8 numbers)
§Target lattice 100 x 100 x 100

(8 x 106 real*8 numbers)
13
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HDPRD

= -i

i 2JJ 2 a %{i}M

+ eA%(i,)M)Z,(£*KOj

+ eA y(i,)

+ e A Z(H a(i,j M)

1. Matrix is too large
to store.

2. Take advantage of
separability of gradient
operator in Cartesian
coordinates and the
blocked structure of the
Dirac equation to create
a subroutine which
gives the action of the
Dirac Hamiltonian
on a vector.



Static Solution

Postive definite

Use the Lanczos method to solve for
the Is state of the Furry Hamiltonian.

2
A=HF

STAS = L

Tri-diagonal
Symmetric

1. Terminate contruction of L at a small dimension
2. Iterative method
3. Extremal eigenvalues converge first
4. A enters the recursion only through its action

on a vector.

^Requires double precision
*600 to 2,000 calls to HDPRD for convergence
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Time-dependent Solution

\|/(t+t) = exp[-hH(t)]

n=l
n!

Formal solution
for small x

* Preserves normalization to 1 part in a million
^Requires double precision
Typical time-evolution has 2,000 steps
and 12,000 calls to HDPRD
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C3
Lattice Partition H

Parallelism is realized by domain decomposition

p = 26= 64 processors
nx = ny = nz = 64 lattice points

n

Each subblock: 262 Kbytes
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p Grey Codes
——u.

Processors are assigned in a 2-D periodic grid
(2-D Grey code)
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Roll Algorithm
El

Local terms: potentials, initial wavefunction
Nonlocal terms: derivative matrices

Sums over y coordinate
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Processing on a Node
Inner loop of our implementation is a Daxpy y = y + ax
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Communication

Subcube broadcast:
map hypercube into a tree

1. Input data from host to 0 then
broadcast to other nodes.

2. I/O wavefunction to CFS.
Faster than host-node by 25:1.

G. Fox et ah,
Parallel Computing 4,17 (1987).
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Backward Broadcast

1. Recieve output from nodes.

2. Global sums are necessary
to compute norms of
vectors and all observables.

Norm of Dirac Spinor 001
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N=643

l

Communication has riot been factored
o u t °f the hypercube run. 25



Comments

Positive:

1. Assembly coded DAXPY runs at 20 Mflops/node.
2. Approaching necessary lattice sizes.
3. CPU time on 6-cube is 50% less than cray2.

Negative:

1. Poor performance of Fortran compilers.
2. Sweeping the chip: dnormal arithmetic
3. Code is communication bound.
4. Stability: Machine crashes too frequently.
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